
9th English Language Arts Syllabus – Fall 2020  

Ms. Stallings Room C205 
amber.stallings@gcpsk12.org  
(678) 957-3100  
Language Arts & Latin Teacher  
9 LA - 1st Block 

Course Description: This course challenges students to extend and refine their use of language. The 
semester will have a balance of composition, applied grammar, and an in-depth study of literature. The 
development of vocabulary, speaking, listening, researching and test-taking skills will be ongoing during 
the semester. All students are expected to show proficient knowledge and skills in each area of this course, 
as defined by the AKS objectives on pages 1-2 of the AKS High School Handbook.  

TEXTS: This course places an emphasis on students choosing their own independent novels with which 
to conduct their studies. Information will be provided to ensure all students have access to online libraries 
regardless of their technological resources.  

SUPPLIES: Computer and/or smartphone, internet access (please don’t hesitate to contact 
Ms. Stallings should you have any difficulty procuring these resources)  

GRADING: Classroom Assessments 35%; Summative Assessments      
45% ; Local Final Exam 10% ;Performance Final 10%  

GCPS Grading Scale: A = 90-100 B = 80-89 C = 74-79 D = 70-73 F = 0-69  

Progress reports will be provided to students and parents after completion of 4 1⁄2 , 9, and 13 
1⁄2 weeks. Electronic progress reports will be sent each week to parents with an active e-mail 
address.  

RULES: This classroom follows all rules and procedures as outlined by the PRHS student/parent 
handbook. Please make sure you read and understand these guidelines (particularly note the 
recently released PRHS Netiquette). Understand that by respecting yourself and others you can 
adhere to most rules and policies. Discipline problems will be met with appropriate and 
cumulative consequences.  

PLAGIARISM: Cheating by students is inexcusable conduct at PRHS. Cheating includes 
plagiarism, which is the use of another’s words or interpretations without giving credit. Proper 
documentation style, using the guidelines of the Modern Language Association’s style guide 
(MLA) will be covered thoroughly in class; therefore, students will know how to avoid this grave 
offense. After instruction, instances of plagiarism will be considered cheating and will be met 



with a zero on the assignment and an administrative referral. Also, ALL ASSIGNMENTS should 
be a reflection of the student’s work, his/her own research, writing style, and capabilities. If a  
student has any question or concern about an issue of plagiarism, he/she should see the 
teacher PRIOR to the assignment’s due date.  

INDEPENDENT READING: All students will be required to read additional texts outside of 
class time throughout the term. The intent of this program is to give students more opportunities 
to read, but also to provide them with the opportunity to choose individual texts of personal 
interest and to engage in dialogue with the teacher and with classmates about their personal 
choices in reading. These chosen texts may be fiction or nonfiction and of student choice, 
providing they meet the student’s reading and maturity level and are approved by the teacher and 
parent. As with any reading done in class, I encourage parents to read the books their children 
are reading, as this allows you to share in interesting discussions and know what material your 
child is being exposed to. Further explanation of the reading program will be given at a later 
date.  

RESOURCES/HELP SESSIONS: Any student can make an appointment to see me before or 
after school, as well as during Flex Fridays. Parents and students can also contact me through the 
county email at: amber.stallings@gcpsk12.org. Please take advantage of this opportunity if you 
have problem areas, questions or concerns. I strongly advocate open communication among 
students, parents and teachers, so please do not hesitate to contact me any time for any purpose 
this year.  

* The teacher reserves the right to update the syllabus if necessary for instructional benefit.  


